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“The Only Solution:  A Reflection on Loneliness 

January 10, 2021 

Reverend Carolyn Patierno 

 

I am reading a card from Paula Nowakowski.  For those of you who don’t know 

Paula, I assure you that you do.  For a moment, imagine one of your 

congregation’s steadiest matriarchs.  She comes to services every Sunday and 

everyone is thrilled to see her.  Every minister here in the pews this morning knows 

Paula.  She helps when the going gets rough.  Makes you laugh in the middle of 

the sermon so that you lose your place.  Similarly, when you occasionally bicker, 

it ends in laughter.  At 92 years, she’s curious, full of gratitude.  No nonsense.  

Spiritually grounded.  Hilarious.  That’s Paula. And you all know her.   

 

Anyway, the card.  With her permission, I share: 

 

Reminiscing the other night, picturing faces of our ministerial leaders and many 

members; I cried with heart hurting loneliness and much love given and 

received.   

 

As I read, I gasp for my own heart hurt brought on by the thought of Paula being 

lonely.  To be clear, Paula talks to her loving family every day.  She has a great 

partner in Ed – a church romance. She has a dedicated spiritual practice of 

which she insistently reminds me:  quiet mind / open heart / present moment.  

And she adds, “And I pray a lot!  The world needs our prayers!” she says.   

 

And still, the long loneliness.   

 

Dorothy Day was one of the founders of the Catholic Worker movement.  She 

chose voluntary poverty, spent time in jail for her passivist stance.  She walked 

the walk.  

 

 
Here’s a photo of her in her later years sitting calmly, primly even, looking up 

and beyond her straw hat at someone who is encroaching on her space and 
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more, that person has on their hip a holstered gun.  Dorothy Day seems unfazed. 

She’s that tough.    

 

And still, the long loneliness is a theme of her autobiography and in fact, its title. 

She got that title from something a nun said way back in the 1500s.  Mary Ward 

is her name and Sister Mary said: 

 

I think, dear child, the trouble and the long loneliness you hear me speak of is 

not far from me … Mary Ward, English Nun 1585 – 1645 

 

“It is not far from me.” 

 

Mother Theresa acknowledged the same kind of loneliness as did Dorothy … 

and although she’ll laugh that I’m putting her in such company, I’d say Paula, 

too.  Which is to say, the long loneliness is an existential, lifelong reality for all of 

us – saints and sinners, grounded and flighty, connected and unmoored.  

 

We are born kicking and screaming for having been left.  The struggle is real and 

it goes on through all of our days as these questions persist: 

 

Who knows who I am? 

Where is my place? 

 

These are not the questions reserved solely for young adult novels.  We are all still 

and always in the cafeteria wondering … who knows who I am?  What is my 

place? 

 

As I hold Paula’s card, I am aware of the long and lonely winter that lies ahead.  

Potential in-your-bathrobe-all-day days that for many, the pandemic has served 

to exacerbate.  And although Paula says that her heart hurting tears turned to 

tears of joy knowing that the vaccine is on its way, we know that we’ve got a 

long way before we can all safely be in our sanctuaries together again.   

 

So we have got to figure out some way to hold this loneliness – this long 

loneliness – as some kind of way .. . some kind of – do I really want to say “gift”?  

I do.  

 

The Feast of the Epiphany celebrates the journey of three wise men – magis … 

magicians – who make their way bearing gifts for Jesus, a baby.  The story goes 

that they come from opposite directions all following the same shining star, 

trusting the star as much as they must trust their gut sense that shows each of 

them the way.  
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Epiphany.  It’s a great word, isn’t it?  It is particularly fun because it offers the 

opportunity for English majors, such as me, to say one of our favorite words:  

onomatopoeia which is a fancy way to say that the sound of the word suggests 

its meaning – as does the word “epiphany”.  From the Greek, to manifest.   To 

shine forth.  Intuitive perception or insight into the reality of essential meaning.  

So said a round of definitions I dug up. 

 

At their most dramatic, an epiphany can change the course of a life.  “Insight 

into reality of essential meaning” has that kind of power.  

 

And one reality of our essential being is loneliness.  Exacerbated in this time, for 

sure, but loneliness is with us always.  In loneliness we may learn something new 

about ourselves.  Something heretofore hidden, eclipsed by the details of a full 

that may in this moment manifest … shine forth.  Last week, Reverend 

Lindasusan and Jesse ritualized setting down that which has weighed us down. 

Maybe the weight of loneliness has been one of those things.   

 

Just before Christmas the Souls at All Souls received a few surprises at their 

doorsteps.  Among these was a note on a little slip of colored paper that 

concluded, 

 

“You are loved.  You are not alone.  By the strength of our communion, we will 

keep hope kindled.”  

 

I was taken by the number of people who circled back to say that in particular 

the words, “You are not alone.” moved them to tears.  Where you are, I invite 

you to say together while apart – to write in the chat: “I am not alone.” 

 

Dorothy Day understood the ever-present power of loneliness.  She had a 

solution.  One she called the “only” solution when she said: 

 

The final word is love.  At times it has been, in the words of Father 

Zossima, a harsh and dreadful thing, and our very faith in love has been 

tried through fire.  … We have all known the long loneliness and we 

have learned that the only solution is love and that love comes with 

community.  From The Long Loneliness by Dorothy Day 

 

The first and final word is love.  Sometimes that faith in love, as Dorothy Day said, 

is tried by fire.  If community is the only solution it is shattering to recognize that 

sometimes, you don’t recognize your fellow Americans – this past week, as just 

one example.  And still, we keep on.  We sit down at the table, early morning, 

bleary eyed, and say to our country, “We have to talk.” 
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We reach out to each other as a reminder that a faith community’s superpower 

is that in each embrace and song and cup of coffee is the invitation to 

resilience.  In these times, each time we open the mysterious unsigned note, 

click on the link, see the text message, pick up the phone, we are reminded of 

our faith in love.  That community is the only solution to the long loneliness.   

 

And who knows what of you may manifest through the long winter ahead.   

 

Here comes the Sun, dear ones.  Shine on.        Blessed be.  Amen.   


